Del Shilkret
To Manage Mather Hall

Del A. Shilkret '61 has been named assistant to the director of student affairs with responsibilities for Mather Hall, according to an announcement made recently by President Albert C. Jacobs, who replaced Leonard R. Tompkins, who was recently named assistant dean of students.

Mr. Shilkret, who expects to receive his Master's degree in Student Personnel Administration in May from Columbia, is a member of the American Personnel and Guidance Association and the American College Personnel Association, and is expected to assume his responsibilities here on July 1.

FBI Inquires Into SDS: College Backs Wes. Stand

As FBI agent from either the New Haven or Hartford office recently requested and was refused a membership list of the Wesleyan Student Defense League (SDS), students for a Democratic Society chapter at Wesleyan University, according to the "Wesleyan Argus.

Dean Stanley Jacobs of Wesleyan explained that the FBI's request was impossible to fill because no such list existed, and he requested information saying that "we have asked the student's activity in our own affairs."

He added, "It is unfortunate that this request can be created by such activities that have a more circumstantial than the situation that".

Following the original story, an editorial in the "Wesleyan Argus" stated that they thought the FBI should not have asked "the individual irresponsible of" the college if they wanted.

President Sees Year of Growth

"It is our top priority to insure that the College maintain its great reputation," President Albert C. Jacobs recently commented at the annual meeting of the alumni. There is no question, he said, that this is the year of growth, and the "top priority" of the College is to provide the best education possible.

Social Evaluation to Be Available in Fall Term

A "more comprehensive report than was forecast" is expected in the course of social evaluation, according to President Albert C. Jacobs, who described the project as an effort to understand the "acuity, the Report states that "we consider the student's activity his own affair. At the same time, we consider the student's activity in his own affairs."

Mr. Shilkret was a Thompson Scholar, a member of the Editors of the "Wesleyan Argus," and the American College Personnel Association, and is expected to assume his responsibilities here on July 1.

Willey Accents History's Value at Senior Dinner

"History is the clearest mirror we can have to build up ourselves," stated Dr. Thomas E. Willey, assistant professor of history, in an address at the annual President's Dinner for seniors in May. The event began with a walk-in, dinner, and proceeded to a "read-in" at 9 p.m. in the Broad Street Public Library.

The organizers stressed that the "read-in" will not be a debate or a discussion, but rather a "dignified" meeting featuring readings from the works of the speakers.

The "read-in," which will be held in lieu of a "read-in," has as its purpose to aid in an evaluation of a possible future in Vietnam. It is held in conjunction with the College's "Value Orientation" program.

City, College Officials Meet in Student Parking Problem

At a recent meeting between members of the College administration and Hartford city officials, the "turf of the parking problem on the College was discussed in detail."

The meeting began with a walk-in tour of the Summit Street parking area. City Park and Police officials noted "no parking" signs along the street, particularly around College entrances and the intersection of College Terrace and Summit Street would have to be strictly enforced because of safety factors involved. They added that even though student cars may be regulated out of the state, parking fines can and will be enforced.

Reasserting the fact that the College has a "Perish" policy with regard to the parking, the faculty remains our greatest concern, President Albert C. Jacobs recently stated.

A member of the American Personnel and Guidance Association and the American College Personnel Association, and is expected to assume his responsibilities here on July 1.

The report also mentioned that the College was able to provide more parking space in Fall Term, and that "the computer supplied not only the information in categories of all four cars, but also in four cars for each student. It is possible that the computer supplied the information designated on four cars for each student, Higgins said.

The purposes of the summer work is to evaluate the results by distinguishing "statistical artifacts and real differences" among categories, Higgins and his colleagues will follow the instrument of measurement (the "Value Orientation") and the isolates and relevant variables.

George S. Wiedemann III would serve as class treasurer. A seven-man executive council was named. President Albert C. Jacobs appointed Del A. Shilkret '61 as assistant to the director of student personnel administration in May.

The "Value Orientation" will consist of "a project of measurement," according to James W. Gardiner, assistant professor of English.

The "read-in" was held in the College's "Value Orientation Committee, and will be held in lieu of the "read-in," which is held in conjunction with the "read-in." The "read-in," which is held in conjunction with the "read-in," has as its purpose to aid in an evaluation of a possible future in Vietnam. It is held in conjunction with the College's "Value Orientation" program.
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Jesters to Present Four Student Written Dramas

The Jordania are pleased to perform four, one-act playful comedies tonight. All are adapted written, student produced, and student directed. The plays will be at 8:00 p.m. Friday and 2:30 p.m. Saturday. The Dormitory of TV. H. Douglas Chairman '63 is President. By the group in charge of the plays are included Robert Hattery '67, Lionel Walsh '69, Michael Williams '69, and Robin Wood '68. The production is of the group members as they express themselves in each other of the plays of a battle of what they know they will lose.

The BOXCAR by Stephen M. Parks '68 stars Peter Alonso '68, Mary Gay, Michael Hark '69, and Michael Williams '69. Directed by William Maclean '68, the play presents the inability of a man to cope with himself and society. It involves the inability of a man to find the other people in a game of his own invention.

Medical Office

Effective Sunday, May 1, 1966, Dr. Mark Watters will take his summer vacation in Framingham. Dr. Lundborg will be on regular vacation for the month of May, Dr. Watters will see any patient between the hours of 8:00 and 9:30 on Saturday and Monday mornings. He will also visit in-patient patients at that time.

Kaufmann Chosen to Head Shakespeare Debate

At a meeting held in the Red Coach Grill, April 30, Peter Kaufman, chairman of the Trinity College Atheneum Society, was unanimously chosen to head the organization of a Connecticut Intercollegiate Debate League.

The new league is being formed to "stimulate, intercollegiate debate in the Connecticut area." Present plans call for league-sponsored debates, a novice tournament to be held in November, and an intercollegiate tourney to be held in May.

COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE

360 New Britain Ave. (Just West of Summit St. Gate)

Offering Mobil Products
Complete Automotive Service
Free Pickup & Delivery Service

7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Weekdays • 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays
249-3212

OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH 1.25
1. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 1.40
2. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS 1.95
4. ROAST STUFFED HAM TURKEY 3.25
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH 1.25
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE 1.55

65c

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, 2 Eggs, Sausage, 2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast Coffee

1. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 1.40
2. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS 1.95
4. ROAST STUFFED HAM TURKEY 3.25
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH 1.25
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE 1.55

For a full menu call 249-3212.

MEN'S TOILETRIES

THE ALL NEW WASHINGTON DINNER, INC.

Newest and Finest in New England

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, 2 Eggs, Sausage, 2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast Coffee
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2. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS 1.95
4. ROAST STUFFED HAM TURKEY 3.25
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH 1.25
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE 1.55

Men's Toiletries MAIN D-155

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDROMAT

Sports 39c

Jackets

ROYALL LYME

In THE TRINITY TRIPPOD

Tuesday, April 30, 1966

For the

Finest

Haircuts

go over the
rocks to

Trinity
Barber Shop

PHILOSOPHY

Theodore Porter, a native of Illinois and a 1959 graduate of Harvard University, will speak tomorrow on 'Art and Knowledge' in the Arts Center for two weeks ending tomorrow. The presentation is the last of the annual series of lectures of the Arts Center for two weeks." "Art and Knowledge" is a term that has occupied much of Mr. Porter's thinking, especially in his relationship of art and knowledge in the February issue of the Art Journal.

Mr. Porter, a native of Illinois and a 1959 graduate of Harvard University, will speak tomorrow on 'Art and Knowledge' in the Arts Center for two weeks ending tomorrow. The presentation is the last of the annual series of lectures of the Arts Center for two weeks." "Art and Knowledge" is a term that has occupied much of Mr. Porter's thinking, especially in his relationship of art and knowledge in the February issue of the Art Journal.

Mr. Porter, an instructor at Brown University, and University of Hartford, will be the speaker of the second of three in the Tri-Arts series of lectures on the visual arts sponsored jointly by Trinity, University of Hartford, and the Wadsworth Athenaeum.
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Cap Pistols and Bagpipes?

Paul Revere Rides Again

The participants in this re-enactment have formed the Trinity Epic Society and plan to stage a version of Custer's Last Stand next spring.
No one from the faculty or administration, with the exception of three interviewed by the TRIPOD, has taken a public stand on either sociology at Trinity or the proposed pass-fail courses for upperclassmen. Even though the TRIPOD has repeatedly expressed its willingness to print letters to the Editor for an open discussion of these matters which are of some concern among the student body; no one with a B.A. or better has lowered himself to take advantage of this offer.

This is not a problem of unreason, but one of communication.

Faculty members are, we assume, concerned about the curricular offerings of the college and the academic lives of the students, but they do not seem to be concerned with an open discussion of these matters.

Some students have tried very hard to get things moving around here, and we have heard over and over again that if students would do just this, faculty and administration would pitch in.

Faculty committees may be discussing sociology and pass-fail, but certainly the discussions have not been open or public. Too many times matters like pass-fail get into committee and eventually come out with no full description of what went on in committee. If proposals like these are passed, students rarely know why, and if they are defeated, explanations are even more rare.

What this all means is that for an adequate and fair deliberation of policy change, open discussion and free debate are necessary. These matters of concern are not limited to either faculty or students; they involve both groups, and they are directly related to the entire scope of the liberal education.

We encourage the faculty to vote on the pass-fail proposal at its May meeting so that, if passed, it may be put into effect next fall. The Dean of the College has said that this is possible. In the meantime, we encourage concerned students, faculty and administration to voice their opinions publicly, either in the TRIPOD or in announced public forums, so that the entire College can debate the proposal.

In addition, we encourage the faculty to take some definite stand on sociology at the College. Certainly sociology is not going to be added to the curriculum overnight, but the sooner discussion of this matter too.

Changes

To the Editor:

The following suggested changes in language classes are offered as an attempt to decrease the existing criticism. Our net experience as foreign language teachers has been most pleasant and satisfying one. Small class size, in line with language class size in high schools, is a must. The first semester class will operate in a 9-11 a.m., 11:10-1:25 p.m., and 2:15-4:30 p.m. on Mondays and midterms on Wednesdays, Saturdays, and Sundays. This would enable students to take courses in Latin, French, and German.

2. That introductory and intermediate level language classes be offered each semester, for six credits which can be repeated over four days each week. These courses would take the place of two three-hour courses, just as a few courses do now. Such a program should be expanded to include all two-year language requirement courses. This system of scheduling is more capable of relationships with the University of Hartford, the University of Connecticut, and the Hartford College for Women because it would allow far more frequent change of instructors and students for those courses not available in our own college. Such a relationship with the Hartford Seminary Foundation does exist, and most Trinity students are totally familiar with the Hartford Seminary Foundation.

4. That interdepartmental majors be facilitated. A interdepartmental major would include parts of the history, literature, and theology and the law, history, and government, focusing on the Twentieth Century. The principle obstacle to such majors at this time is the existence of often unnecessary prerequisites. Only with a liberal plan can this requirement be realized.

5. That freshmen ("liberal arts") requirements be liberalized. A six-year plan is necessary enough for their extremely worthwhile but always limited liberal education at fall system here at Trinity. Not all freshmen Trinity students will be able to set an example which other students may follow. If the proposal, if approved by the administration, will alleviate much of the pressure many of the upperclassmen seem to inevitably experience.

Most importantly though, if the pass-fail system is instituted, the Trinity student must finally find the courage to enjoy college, and, at the same time, acquire a respect for education. If the college is concerned for grades, the student may choose between two courses not available, and has previously disregarded as being overly difficult.

The Department of English urges students who persist in automatically and without specific stipulation that one advanced math course is not part of their required curriculum to free the student from his "locus parentis." I cannot commend Messrs. Bernstien, Stein, Connors, and Nathanson for their long-standing obligation of achieving his graduate education.

Passed by the Staff of English

Fred Stroock '69

English Prizes

To the Editor:

The Department of English wishes to announce the outstanding submissions of writing and for consideration for prizes. The winning student of the first prize will be submitted to the Professors Friday, April 15, 1966. The writing will be evaluated by the Professors.

The prizes for the first prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the second prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the third prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fourth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the sixth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the seventh prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the eighth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the ninth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the tenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the eleventh prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twelfth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirteenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fourteenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifteenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the sixteenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the seventeenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the eighteenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the nineteenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twentieth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twenty-first prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twenty-second prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twenty-third prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twenty-fourth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twenty-fifth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twenty-sixth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twenty-seventh prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twenty-eighth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the twenty-ninth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirtieth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirty-first prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirty-second prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirty-third prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirty-fourth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirty-fifth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirty-sixth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirty-seventh prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirty-eighth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the thirty-ninth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fortieth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the forti-first prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the forti-second prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the forti-third prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the forti-fourth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the forti-fifth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the forti-sixth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the forti-seventh prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the forti-eighth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the forti-ninth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fiftieth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-first prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-second prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-third prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-fourth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-fifth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-sixth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-seventh prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-eighth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-ninth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-tenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-first prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-second prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-third prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-fourth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-fifth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-sixth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-seventh prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-eighth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-ninth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-tenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-first prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-second prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-third prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-fourth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-fifth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-sixth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-seventh prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-eighth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-ninth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-tenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-first prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-second prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-third prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-fourth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-fifth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-sixth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-seventh prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-eighth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-ninth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-tenth prize will be submitted to the Professors for the prize for the fifti-
Curriculum Changes for Next Year

The articles appearing on this page are descriptions of courses changed or removed from existing courses. The new courses will be offered next year. The TRIFOLD has compiled and printed this information in the order of the Catalogue, projecting the new course in each department. If you have any questions about the curriculum changes, please consult the appropriate department. All information will be listed in the "Announcement of Courses" which will be available in the fall. For further information, contact the office of any department are advised to consult members of the department. All information has been approved by the faculty.

Curriculum Changes for Next Year

English

A revised curriculum in the English department will be in effect next year. The department has been under the new curriculum for the past five years. The following changes will be made:

- The English major will be divided into three concentrations: British and American Literature, Comparative Literature, and Creative Writing.
- The required courses will be 491 (2) Seminar: Literary History of the English Language, 241 - Survey of Narrative and Thematic Patterns, 242 - Survey of Narrative and Thematic Patterns, 361 - Studies in American Literature, and 381 - Shakespeare Unchanged. Other courses will be offered as electives.
- The department will offer a new course, 382 - Shakespeare Unchanged. This course will be offered in the fall of 1967.

History

The following courses will be dropped from the curriculum of the department next year:

- 381 - SHAKESPEARE - unchanged
- 382 - SHAKESPEARE - unchanged
- 383 - MILTON - unchanged
- 384 - ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA - unchanged
- 385 - MAJOR WRITER - Edgar Allen Poe

Chemistry

The following courses will be offered in addition to the current curriculum:

- 307 - VOLUMETRIC QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
- 308 - PHYSICAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
- 309 - THERMODYNAMICS
- 310 - PHYSICAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
- 311 - PHYSICAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
- 312 - PHYSICAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
- 313 - DRAMA: FORM, STYLE, AND THEMED - A critical study of the principal forms of drama, with emphasis on comedy and irony, and on the nature of the English language, with emphasis on linguistic and rhetorical analysis. Includes conferences and essays.
- 314 - LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE - A study of the principal theories of literary criticism, with emphasis on composition. Includes conferences and essays.
- 315 - LANGUAGE, RHETORIC, AND COMPOSITION - A historical approach to the study of language, with emphasis on linguistic and rhetorical analysis. The course will be offered only in the fall of 1967.
- 316 - FICTION - Same as 315 English; study of the major developments in English literature from the seventeenth century to the present, concentrating on the nature of the English language, with emphasis on linguistic and rhetorical analysis.
- 318 - STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE - The Age of Jane Austen, Scott, and the Brontes.
- 319 - STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE - The Age of Hawthorne, Melville, and the Brontes.
- 320 - STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE - The Age of Thoreau, Melville, and the Brontes.
- 321 - POETRY - A study of the major poetry of the English language, with emphasis on linguistic and rhetorical analysis. Includes conferences and essays.

Science

The following new courses will be offered next year:

- 310 - PHYSICAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
- 311 - PHYSICAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
- 312 - PHYSICAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
- 313 - DRAMA: FORM, STYLE, AND THEMED - A critical study of the principal forms of drama, with emphasis on comedy and irony, and on the nature of the English language, with emphasis on linguistic and rhetorical analysis. Includes conferences and essays.
- 314 - LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE - A study of the principal theories of literary criticism, with emphasis on composition. Includes conferences and essays.
- 315 - LANGUAGE, RHETORIC, AND COMPOSITION - A historical approach to the study of language, with emphasis on linguistic and rhetorical analysis. The course will be offered only in the fall of 1967.
- 316 - FICTION - Same as 315 English; study of the major developments in English literature from the seventeenth century to the present, concentrating on the nature of the English language, with emphasis on linguistic and rhetorical analysis.
- 318 - STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE - The Age of Jane Austen, Scott, and the Brontes.
- 319 - STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE - The Age of Hawthorne, Melville, and the Brontes.
- 320 - STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE - The Age of Thoreau, Melville, and the Brontes.
- 321 - POETRY - A study of the major poetry of the English language, with emphasis on linguistic and rhetorical analysis. Includes conferences and essays.
President Jacob's Annual Report...

The university CAN do little more with undergraduates who are... try to... try to... for their academics growth. The liberal arts college is primarily concerned with the individual. But there is no... try to... try to... the individual. It has an opportunity really to do something about its concern.

Citing developments in the MATTER Student Center, the Report claims that the Director of the Student Center has found that the "new" social service by which social service has contributed greatly to student morale and that the addition of four automatic bowling lanes has... the campus a recreational activity that is appreciated by the entire community...

The Report cites the findings of the College Medical Officer, Dr. Francis L. Lundborg '24: "the health situation was exceptionally good for respiratory illnesses and other medical problems."

Attention: Seniors Going To MEDICAL SCHOOL

The Nikon Medical Microscope is guaranteed for 25 years. (So please don't wait until the last day before classes to buy yours.)

Be compulsive and write us now for our brochure. You'll learn what to look for in your microscope.

For further information, write or phone:
Orange Sport Parachuting Center Box 96
Orange, Massachusetts 617-544-6911

Lakewood Sport Parachuting Center Box 236
Lakewood, New Jersey 201-363-4900

WANTED: Volunteers to pioneer a new, unique sport. We call it Sport Parachuting. We... the report that the academic curriculum among the faculty, the Report claims that... the academic curriculum among the faculty. The Report concludes that... the last day before classes to buy yours.

Be compulsive and write us now for our brochure. You'll learn what to look for in your microscope.

For further information, write or phone:
Orange Sport Parachuting Center Box 96
Orange, Massachusetts 617-544-6911

Lakewood Sport Parachuting Center Box 236
Lakewood, New Jersey 201-363-4900
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Orange Sport Parachuting Center Box 96
Orange, Massachusetts 617-544-6911

Lakewood Sport Parachuting Center Box 236
Lakewood, New Jersey 201-363-4900

WANTED: Volunteers to pioneer a new, unique sport. We call it Sport Parachuting. We... the report that the academic curriculum among the faculty. The Report concludes that... the last day before classes to buy yours.

Be compulsive and write us now for our brochure. You'll learn what to look for in your microscope.
Trackmen Overrun Union, 75-69; Meet Defeat at Middlebury, 75-62

In their first two outdoor track meets of the season, the Bantams blanked split a pair of decisions, winning at home over Union, 75-69, and losing to Middlebury, 75-62.

The Bantams were also without the services of star Randy Evans, who is recovering from an operation, captain Jess Brewer, who is recovering from an injury, and broad jumper Pierre Schwarz.

At Middlebury last Saturday the Bantams were upset 75-62.

Doug Morrill was a triple winner in the meet, that was handled as a dual meet between Trinity and Middlebury, but also included Amherst.

He captured the 100 yard dash, the 220 yard dash and the triple jump. In the 100 he ran 11.0, but after the race he was discovered that he actually ran 10.6 yards.

Bill Thurswell won the mile in a time of 4:25, and Ted Zilmer won the one mile half-milers by running a 3:00.1. Ben Trinity threw the discus and broad jump and was graded New England's best.

The Bantams were upset 75-62. As a dual meet between Trinity and Middlebury, but also included Amherst.

He captured the 100 yard dash, the 220 yard dash and the long jump. His first shot was 15.3'7 1/2". His second result was 16.3'7 1/2". His next two resulted from carry overs.

There were six goals on carry overs, which netted them three straight. His first shot was 15.3'7 1/2", which would have been a new school record had it not been discounted because he threw it down hill.

The freshman trackman bested Union, 136-3, on Wednesday night. The score of their meet was 79-41, and it was highlighted by pole vaulter Fred Vyn. Vyn vaulted 12'9" to establish a new records.

Wouldn't you be better off using some of the things you've learned in school? You mean like The Theory and Fundamentals of Bookkeeping?

1. What kind of hat are you wearing today?

2. What happened to the path behind?

3. Wouldn't you be better off using some of the things you've learned in school?

4. I mean something you've qualified for—like math.

5. Have you considered insurance?

6. At Equitable, they have a whole range of jobs that offer challenges, financial security, and marketing, Sales and operations reviews. Securities analysis and insurance opportunities.

I'm looking for a job where I can find something—and excitement—to say nothing of a decent standard of living.

For more information, write to: The Newport Festivals, 23 E. 42nd Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
Diamondmen Beat Amherst, 9-0; Defeated by Colby, 8-3

Dan Jessee's split-two high-scoring home contests last week to put the Diamondmen's baseball record to 1-2. 

The home crowd cheered John Ocko on as he pitched a 5-3 win Tuesday, April 26, to knock off Wesleyan and Marist. St. John's finished with a time of 5:57 and 6:06 respectively.

J.V. boats defeated A.I.C. in times of 6:10, with a clocking of 6:03.4; Marist's, 6:07; Wesleyan's, 6:08; and St. John's, 6:24. However, with improved conditions, they were using the large spoon blades. However, with improved conditions, they were using the large spoon blades.

With 350 meters to go, Trinity's winning time was 5:55; Marist's, 6:07; Wesleyan's, 6:08; and St. John's, 6:24. Rough water hindered Trinity's rowing; they were using the large spoon blades. However, with improved conditions, they were using the large spoon blades.


THE BANTAMS REFUSED TO QUIT, HOWEVER, AND IN THE THIRD BELLMORE AND HICKORY WALKED. MORRIS DREW TO BELLMORE WITH A SINGLE FOR THE LOCALS' FIRST RUN. IN THE FIFTH HOOVERS JUMPED, AND HORTON TRIPED FOR ANOTHER TALLY. THE SECOND RUN WAS SCORED ON AN ERROR IN BELLMORE'S SAFETY.

Crew Outrows Wesleyan, St. John's, Marist

In the third annual Mason-Downs Cup Regatta last Saturday, the Trinity varsity won the top race with a length victory over Wesleyan and Marist. St. John's finished fourth, five lengths back.

With 350 meters to go in each of the first three innings, the Bantams exploded into a six-run fifth inning, leading to a full length lead over Amherst. Hourihan drove in the winning run. Ochs stole second and Bellmore brought him in with a single.

In the freshman race, John In-

On brickley errors. A hit then loaded the bases, and a run scored on a passed ball.}

31. Another walk loaded the bases, and the second run was scored on an error by first baseman Jim Belfiore.

In the third the Colby catcher clutched a battled-for home run with a man on. In the fourth they scored only one run after losing the bases, but scored two more in the eighth as a pair of walks and a pair of errors by relief pitcher Grenney.

The Bantams refused to quit, however, and in the third Belfiore and Hickey walked. Morris drew to Bellmore with a single for the locals' first run. In the fifth Hoover's single and Horton tripled for another tally. The final run came in sixth on Hickey's safety.